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multipocket

T25 Foam

HR Foam

120 x 200 cm

140 x 200 cm

box

box spring with bonnel 

boxspring with pocket

boxsping with multipocket

c o n t i n e n t a l  b a s e

5 *  h o t e l  l i k e
s l e e p i n g  s o l u t i o n

160 x 200 cm

180 x 200 cm

200 x 200 cm

Visco Foam

Latex



Fuj i
Fuji

Introducing the Fuji Bed: A Chic and

Timeless Storage Solution Looking for a

bed that offers both style and

practicality? Look no further than the

Fuji Bed. With a spacious storage

container located at the front of the

bed, this piece is perfect for those who

need extra room for their belongings. In

addition to its functionality, the bed

also boasts a decorative frame on the

headboard, adding an elegant touch to

any bedroom. With a design that

combines both modern and classic

elements, the Fuji Bed is a must-have

for those who crave both style and

practicality.

Bed with storage





CAVA
C O N T I N E N T A L

B E D

The built-in mattress means you don't have to worry about finding a separate mattress
that fits the bed properly.
The two side storage containers are perfect for storing extra linens, clothing, or anything
else you need to keep close at hand.
The headboard's decorative frame adds a touch of elegance to the bed, while the solid
wood legs provide stability and durability.
The Bergen bed is available in a variety of sizes to suit your needs, from twin to king.
Assembly is easy and straightforward, so you can have your new bed set up in no time.

TIf you're looking for a bed that not only looks great but also saves space, the Bergen bed is
an excellent choice. Here are some additional points to consider:

Overall, the Bergen bed is a smart and stylish choice for anyone looking to maximize their
bedroom space without sacrificing comfort or design.

Minimal i s t





uffitzi
b e d

The Uffitzi Bed: A Perfect
Combination of Beauty and
Functionality Looking for a bed that
offers both style and utility? Look no
further than the Uffitzi Bed. With a
front-opening storage design, it's the
ideal solution for a variety of
bedroom needs. The bed's beautiful
rounded headboard is complemented
by a sleek frame around it – a
stunning addition to any bedroom.

so pretty





WITH STORAGE

The Alto Continental Bed with Storage is
a unique blend of modern and retro
design. Its headboard boasts a rounded,
organic shape that adds a touch of
elegance to any bedroom. The bed is
built with a mattress and two storage
containers that can be conveniently
accessed from the side. With its stylish
design and functional storage, the Alto
Continental Bed is an excellent choice
for those who want both form and
function in their bedroom furniture.

RETRO
INSPIRED

A L T O

Dress





CHUNKY

SO MUCH STORAGE!

B E R G E N

Looking for a stylish and practical
bed that can save space in your
bedroom? Consider the Bergen bed!
This modern continental bed boasts a
chunky design, a built-in mattress,
and two spacious storage containers.
It's the perfect choice for anyone
who wants to enhance their
bedroom's aesthetic appeal while
maximizing storage options.

Continental bed with two
storage containers



ROYAL
BED WITH STORAGE

Introducing the Royal Bed - the ultimate in
continental luxury. With a built-in mattress
and topper included in the set, this bed
offers unparalleled comfort and
convenience. The rich, deep tufting of the
headboard and decorative frame around it
make for a truly classy style that is sure to
stand out in any bedroom. Upgrade to the
Royal Bed and experience the ultimate in
comfort and style.



Introducing the Swanky Bed, a modern and
sleek addition to any bedroom. With its large
storage container underneath, you can keep
your space tidy and organized. The headboard
features decorative vertical piping, adding a
touch of class to your room. Upgrade your
sleeping experience with the Swanky Bed.

SWANKY

B E D  W I T H  S T O R A G E





r i c h  a n d  d e e p   t u f t i n g

The room's standout feature is the bed, which
boasts rich and deep tufting for an added
touch of elegance and sophistication.
Additionally, the bed's curved headboard
provides extra comfort.

Dress up your bedroom

Having large storage under the bed can be a
great way to maximize space in your bedroom.
It allows you to keep items organized and out
of sight, which can make your living space feel
less cluttered.  Finally, having storage under
the bed can be a great solution for small living
spaces, as it allows you to store items without
taking up valuable floor space.

Large storage containers

CANTO





DESIRE
BED WITH STORAGE

Introducing Desire - our unique storage bed with

a rounded headboard and two decorative pillows

attached by stripes of elegant fabric. This stylish

bed adds a touch of elegance to your bedroom

and provides ample storage space with its

convenient container and front opening. Upgrade

your bedroom with a functional and chic storage

solution that is both practical and beautiful.





WITH STORAGE

The Suede bed with a pillow-style
headboard and a front-opening
storage container is a practical and
stylish choice for anyone upgrading
their bedroom. The headboard
provides excellent support and
comfort, while the storage container
offers ample space for personal items
and bedding, all easily accessible.

RETRO
INSPIRED

S U E D E
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LIVYbed frame with storage



LOVIE
C O N T I N E N T A L  B E D
W I T H  S T O R A G E

Introducing the Lovie bed, a luxurious
continental bed that combines style and
functionality. Its modern, sleek
headboard features decorative vertical
stitching and a flounce in a contrasting
color that adds a touch of sophistication
to any bedroom. Plus, with two storage
containers that open from the side, you
can keep your space tidy and organized
without sacrificing style. Upgrade your
sleeping experience with the Lovie bed
today.

modern, sleek & funcional



Introducing SAUTI, the continental bed
style that's both stylish and comfortable.
With sleek geometric metal legs, this bed
adds a modern touch to any bedroom.
The curved headboard provides extra
support and comfort, while the vertical
stitching with tufting adds a touch of
sophistication. Upgrade your sleeping
experience with SAUTI.

SAUTI



NOHO
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of  Summer 2023

Świeradowska 47 The 2023 summer edition look book
showcases fresh and sleek bed designs
that prioritize both style and functionality.
Get inspired by the latest trends in bed
design for a comfortable and modern
living space.
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